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CASTLES ALONG THE RHINE
8 Days | Basel to Amsterdam

4.7/5  1846 reviews

BASEL TO AMSTERDAM

Note: The itineraries presented are subject to modification due to water levels, closures because
of public holidays or other uncontrollable factors. Every effort will be made to operate programs
as planned, but changes may still be necessary throughout the cruise. This day-to-day schedule
is subject to change. Your final day-to-day schedule will be provided onboard on the first day of
your cruise.

☆☆☆☆☆ ★★★★★

Find inspiration in the romantic, soul-stirring beauty of the
fabled Rhine.
Cruise along the Rhine—Germany on one side, France on the other. Discover Alsace, whose dual
French and German heritage has given it fabulous food and a winemaking tradition that goes
back to the Romans. Marvel at castles that were once mighty fortresses and get an insider’s look
at the impressive Rheinstein Castle. Visit historic cities, including ancient Cologne and
picturesque Strasbourg; stroll through the fairytale town of Rüdesheim; and taste delightful
white wines in the villages where the grapes are grown.
Generations Family Program (select sailings): Share the enchantment of this region with the
special young people in your life. These cruises not only feature unique, fun-filled adventures for
families to enjoy together, they’re also packed with culturally and historically significant
experiences designed to spark creativity and lifelong learning.


8 days


4 countries


UNESCO
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DAY 1

DAY 2

BASEL (EMBARK)
Arrive at EuroAirport Basel-Mulhouse-Freiburg. If your cruise package includes a group arrival
transfer or if you have purchased a private arrival transfer, you will be greeted by a Uniworld
representative and transferred to the ship.
Important Note: Uniworld's airport services and transfers to the ship will take place on the
Switzerland side of the Basel-Mulhouse Airport. Be sure to enter Customs on the Switzerland
side, as guests cannot return to the Switzerland side after they have exited the airport from the
France side.
Note: For Arrival, Departure and Transfer details, please visit Uniworld.com/transfers. For Port
Location details, please visit Uniworld.com/ports.

 

BREISACH
Breisach is your gateway to the Alsatian wine road and your launching point for an excursion
along the celebrated Route des Vins, which hugs the foothills of the Vosges mountain range.
This morning, enjoy leisure time as you sail the scenic Upper Rhine to Breisach. 
A special Captain’s Welcome Reception and Dinner will be prepared for you this evening.



Featured Excursions

ALSATIAN VILLAGES
An old stone well in Kaysersberg bears an inscription that warns against drinking water and
urges the reader to “Drink with moderation old and subtil wine . . . and leave the water to the
side.” What better words could guide you as you explore some delightful Alsatian wine villages?
Though the remains of a 12th-century castle speak to Kaysersberg’s strategic importance in the
Middle Ages, today it is an idyllic village nestled among vineyards. Join a local guide for a one-
hour walking tour, passing storybook medieval houses with steeply pitched roofs and a
gorgeous Gothic cathedral that was begun by a 12th-century Holy Roman emperor. In modern
days, the village is best known as the birthplace of Albert Schweitzer. During your tour of this
enchanting village indulge in a tasting of an Alsatian specialty, Kugelhopf, a delicious yeast-
based cake traditionally baked in a circular, Bundt mold. Then it is on to Eguishem. The road
from Kaysersberg to Eguishem provides quintessential wine road scenery: lush foothills,
famous vineyards, castle ruins, and quaint villages. You'll arrive in a town so pretty it is
regularly ranked amongst the most beautiful in France. Walk its cobbled streets to admire
timber-framed buildings painted in every color of the rainbow.
Note: Lunch today will be on your own.

ALL ABOUT ALSACE
Step into a storybook today during a visit to the Alsatian town of Kayersberg. This tour pairs
side-by-side with the adult’s “Alsatian Villages” excursion, with a dedicated family guide to
share fun stories about Kayersberg’s history and culture just with the kids. Don’t miss a local
favorite treat: Kugelhopf, a yummy Bundt cake traditional to Alsace.

https://www.uniworld.com/already-booked/transfers/
https://www.uniworld.com/port-locations/
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DAY 3

DAY 4

KEHL (STRASBOURG)
See Strasbourg on foot with an insightful local expert, where this historic town with its cobbled
lanes, half-timbered homes, giant stork nests, and impossible-to-resist pastry shops will win
your heart. Kehl, directly across the river from Strasbourg, will be your ship’s base while you
explore the Alsatian capital. If you’re feeling adventurous, take advantage of Uniworld’s bicycles
or Nordic walking sticks and explore the banks of the river.
You have the entire afternoon to see more of Strasbourg on your own.

 

Featured Excursions

MANNHEIM (SPEYER)
Speyer—“spire” in English—is well named, since the four red towers of the Romanesque
cathedral dominate the Old Town.

 

Featured Excursion



The Generations tour will break for free time at the same time as the regular “Alsatian Villages”
tour, so families can shop around and enjoy lunch together.
Only available on sailings that belong to the Generations Program.

Generations

STRASBOURG PANORAMIC TOUR WITH CATHEDRAL AND OLD TOWN WALK
Controlled over the centuries by either France or Germany, Strasbourg is both cross-cultural
and bilingual. Old and new, French and German all blend together in this wonderful city, which
is also considered the legislative and democratic capital of the European Union. Get a glimpse
of Strasbourg's grand political role as we drive by the European Parliament and the Council of
Europe, where the European Court of Human Rights sits. Then get a feel for the cultural side of
the city on a walking tour through its enchanting streets.

CANALS, COBBLESTONES, AND CATHEDRALS



Spend your day in the “Crossroads of Europe,” Strasbourg, located halfway between Paris and
Prague. See the Strasbourg Cathedral and admire its spectacular Gothic façade built in the
Middle Ages. You might even venture to climb up the 332 steps to the top for splendid views
among the cathedral’s gargoyles. After your cathedral visit, you may choose to spend the rest
of your day exploring, shopping, or enjoying a nice lunch in an Alsatian restaurant.
Only available on sailings that belong to the Generations Program.

Generations

SUBMARINES & SPACE SHUTTLES

https://www.uniworld.com/themed-cruises/family-friendly-cruises/
https://www.uniworld.com/themed-cruises/family-friendly-cruises/
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Choose between...



If you’re interested in automotive history, trains, or aeronautical technology, you’ll enjoy a stop
at the Technik Museum, home to Europe’s largest space flight exhibition. Your family will want
to get up close and personal with an original jumbo jet, submarine, and rescue sea cruises. See
the Russian space shuttle BURAN, an original moonstone, space suits, a Soyuz landing capsule,
as well as locomotives, vintage cars, motorcycles, and thousands of other exhibits.
Only available on sailings that belong to the Generations Program.

Generations

PRIVATE DOKTORENHOF VINEGAR ESTATE VISIT AND TASTING



For a different spin on the Palatinate wine region, visit the Weinessiggut Doktorenhof estate
for a special vinegar tasting. Yes, you read that right—a vinegar tasting. Founded by Georg
Wiedemann some 30 years ago, Doktorenhof produces vinegars from premium wines, rather
than inexpensive ones. Gewürztraminer, Sylvaner, Riesling, and Pinot Noir are aged with a
century-old vinegar “mother,” as the bacteria that makes vinegar is known, and flavored with a
variety of herbs and fruits. Most importantly, Wiedemann and his family run their farm and
vineyards with the utmost care, tending to them with natural materials only.
The results make complex and elegant aperitifs, intended to be sipped from a specially
designed long-stemmed glass between courses or after a meal. The atmospheric tasting room
(think candles, cloaks, and choir music) is like no other you’ll ever experience. You’ll have plenty
of time to explore their enticing gift shop, too.
This MAKE TRAVEL MATTER® Experience supports Global Goal 12: Responsible Consumption
and Production.
Our MAKE TRAVEL MATTER® Experiences support sustainable tourism, offering our guests opportunities to directly impact the
communities we explore in a positive way.

MAKE TRAVEL MATTER® Experiences

or

FORMULA 1 RACETRACK
Drive to Hockenheim, home of the German Grand Prix. There, a guide will give you an insider’s
tour of the ring, including the VIP area, the podium, and even the center of the track. The
German Grand Prix has not been held here—or anywhere—since 2019, due to a lack of
finances that is keeping the future of the German Grand Prix indefinitely in doubt. On tour in
the Hockenheimring, however, you’ll immerse yourself in the history of Formula 1 racing in
Germany from a perspective few fans have ever gotten to appreciate.
Please note that the site occasionally holds races and other events, in which case this
experience will be unavailable.

or

GERMERSHEIM’S HIDDEN GEM
Drive out to the forest for a private tour at a unique old flour mill. Though the silos here are
still used to store grain—and the delicious bread you’ll get to sample at the end of your visit is
evidence of that—the mill itself is no longer active. Instead, it has been transformed into a
beautiful little sanctuary by the owner. An avid world traveler and collector, the owner has

https://www.uniworld.com/themed-cruises/family-friendly-cruises/
https://www.uniworld.com/why-uniworld/make-travel-matter-experiences
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DAY 5 RÜDESHEIM, BOPPARD
Experience Germany’s fabled Rhine River in the towns of Rüdesheim and Boppard. Enjoy a
private tasting of estate-grown Rieslings at Castle Vollrads, take a stroll through beautiful
Boppard, or hike through some of the most beautiful landscapes that line the Rhine.
This morning, you’ll cruise out of Rüdesheim and into the sublimely beautiful and romantic
Upper Middle Rhine Valley.

 

Featured Excursions

Choose between...

filled the inside of the mill with mementos from his expeditions (not trinkets, either, but life-
sized Buddha statues, gorgeous photography, and much more). The highlight though, is the
award-winning garden he has curated.

CASTLE VOLLRADS WINE TASTING
Nestled in the rolling, vineyard-covered hills of the Rheingau, Castle Vollrads has a square
tower that dates back to the 14th century, as does the moat. Just one family owned the castle
for 700 years, until 1997, adding on to it and remodeling it over the centuries. While the
interior of the castle is rarely open to the public, you will have the opportunity to step inside to
see some of the elegantly appointed rooms, including the beautiful gold-embossed Flemish
leather wall covering in the 17th-century dining room. Grapes have been grown here for more
than a thousand years; records show that Castle Vollrads wines were first sold in 1211. These
days the excellence of its Riesling is well known; it’s so well known, in fact, that Schloss Vollrads
is one of the few German vineyards whose name stands alone on a wine label—no village
name is required. Accompanied by a local wine expert, you will sample three wines in three
different locations. There will also be time to wander through the grounds at your leisure.

CABLE CAR CLIMB TO NIEDERWALD HEIGHTS



Board an aerial tramway for a cable car trip up to the Niederwald Monument, and be treated
to sweeping views of the Rhine River below. From there, you can choose either a half-hour hike
through the breathtaking vineyards or you can hop back on the cable car and head into town.
Only available on sailings that belong to the Generations Program.

Generations

BOPPARD STROLL WITH ICE CREAM STOP



Take a quick walk into town with your ship's Family Hosts, stopping at a local ice cream shop
for a delicious treat. If you're feeling up to the challenge, you can even attempt ordering the ice
cream for yourself in German!
Only available on sailings that belong to the Generations Program.

Generations

BOPPARD VILLAGE STROLL

https://www.uniworld.com/themed-cruises/family-friendly-cruises/
https://www.uniworld.com/themed-cruises/family-friendly-cruises/
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DAY 6 BOPPARD, KOBLENZ
Get to know Koblenz, a historic town with a colorful past and eclectic architecture, and enjoy a
visit to the stunningly medieval Marksburg Castle. As you come upon picture-perfect Koblenz,
you’ll sail past Deutsches Eck (German Corner) with its historic monument to Kaiser Wilhelm I.



Choose between...

Join the Cruise Manager on a walk through this attractive town with a long and surprising
history; the Cruise Manager will point out its highlights and recommend a host of activities.
Take a chairlift to the top of the hill for a great view of the valley and the river (you can hike the
return route, if you’re up for it); enjoy a glass of wine at a local tavern and watch the water
traffic on the river; or ride a bicycle along the Rhine promenade. You might also visit Saint
Severus Church, whose twin towers dominate the waterfront, or explore the remains of a
fourth-century Roman fort. If you’re interested in design and the decorative arts, stop by the
Museum Boppard to see the exhibit on native son Michael Thonet, who developed the
technique of bentwood furniture in the 1840s. His iconic, lightweight chairs are still popular in
cafés throughout Europe. Or simply stroll beneath the trees along the city’s scenic riverside
promenade, which is lined with the gorgeous villas of 19th-century entrepreneurs.

or

LET'S GO: RHINE HIKING
Set out on a brisk hike up to the Gedeonseck for unparalleled views of the Rhine River Valley.
You’ll want to bring good shoes for this steep hike up to the top, where you can look upon the
picture-perfect riverbend below.
Take a break at the restaurant here if you would like to rest and have a bite on your own.
Alternatively, you could join your guide on a brief walk to Vierseenblick, a spot where 4
stretches of the Rhine can be seen, each looking like an individual lake.
Conditions permitting, we’ll take the aerial cable car down to the bottom of the hill, so you can
relax and enjoy the views a little while longer during the ride.

RHEINSTEIN CASTLE VISIT
Of the dozens of castles perched above the Rhine River, Burg Rheinstein holds a special charm.
The castle is over 700 years old, and feels every bit as medieval today as it did all those
centuries ago—even the old drawbridge still works! Rheinstein changed hands over the years,
coming under Prussian control during Prince Frederick’s reign, to which the castle owes its
Romantic period refurbishments. Today, it is lovingly taken care of by the Hecher family, who
are pleased to invite you in to hear their stories about the castle and admire it’s well-kept
interiors. While you’re here, make sure to appreciate the view over the Rhine, it’s hard to beat!

or

THE FOUR LAKES CABLE CAR
Boppard sits on the widest loop of the river Rhine, and if you find the right spot, this makes for
one incredible view. Take a cable car up to the Vierseenblick, a vantage spot with a name that
translates to “Four Lakes View.” Don’t be fooled by the name however, what you’re actually
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DAY 7 COLOGNE
History buffs will enjoy an expertly led tour through Cologne’s Old Town, where three medieval
gates remain standing, as does the old city hall with its Renaissance façade. Wander through the
city’s historical center and take in its charming atmosphere, narrow alleyways flanked by old

seeing a wide curve of the Rhine River, broken up by rolling hills to create an illusion of four
distinct lakes. You’ll have a bit of free time to appreciate this incredible sight before riding the
cable car back down to Boppard.

or

LET’S GO: BIKE ALONG THE RHINE & MOSELLE
Hop on your custom Uniworld bicycle and follow your guide along 12.5 miles of scenic paths.
Make your way through the Rhine promenade in Koblenz, head towards the castles of
Stolzenfels and Lahneck for an incredible viewing point, and find another great view of the
Marksburg shortly after. You’ll see the beautiful fishing village of Spay before turning back
towards Koblenz, where we’ll take a 30-minute break at a local beer garden. While we rest, you
can purchase a refreshment if you’d like, and then we’ll bike back along the Rhine Cycle Path to
return to the ship.

or

KOBLENZ WALKING TOUR
Watch the waters of the Moselle meld with the Rhine’s as you stand on the spit of land called
German Corner: It’s the perfect spot for a symbol of German unity, an equestrian statue of
Kaiser Wilhelm I, who united the nation in the 19th century. (There’s another symbol of
German unity here too: three panels of the Berlin Wall.) Behind it is Koblenz’s oldest church, St.
Castor’s Basilica, first erected in the ninth century, and just one of the charming churches and
squares you’ll encounter as you wander through Old Town. Like many Rhineland towns,
Koblenz suffered at the hands of Louis XIV’s forces—that’s why you’ll see so many baroque
features in the buildings you pass, since so many needed to be reconstructed after the French
left. That’s also why the Church of Our Lady has twin onion domes. Despite their travails over
the ages, though, Koblenz’s citizens kept their sense of humor: One example of it might catch
you by surprise as you pass the fountain known as the Spitting Boy, which spits water without
warning.
After the tour, you’ll have some free time to enjoy the Marktplatz (Market Square) and its
bounty of shopping and wine bars.

or

CLIMBING FOREST KOBLENZ



Join your dedicated Family Host for an adventure at the Climbing Forest of Koblenz. As you're
harnessed safely to ropes and nets, you'll climb an obstacle course through the trees while
having fun in the great outdoors with your family members. Far above the ground, you'll enjoy
fantastic views in this climbing haven.
Only available on sailings that belong to the Generations Program.

Generations

https://www.uniworld.com/themed-cruises/family-friendly-cruises/
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DAY 8

houses, and countless breweries. No matter how you choose to explore Old Town, you’ll also
have ample free time to explore on your own.
In the evening, a special Captain’s Farewell Reception and Dinner will be prepared for you.



Featured Excursions

AMSTERDAM (DISEMBARK)
Disembark the ship. If your cruise package includes a group departure transfer or if you have
purchased a private departure transfer, you will be transferred to Amsterdam Airport Schiphol
for your flight home. Alternatively, you may continue your adventure with our optional post-
cruise Amsterdam extension.

 

WHAT'S INCLUDED

COLOGNE WALKING TOUR
Follow your guide around some of the most popular sites of Cologne, the largest city on the
Rhine. You’ll pass the old fish market, City Hall with its Renaissance façade, and the old Jewish
mikvah (a bath used for ritual cleansing).
Meander through the narrow, cobbled lanes of Old Town, lined with traditional houses in every
color and a plethora of restaurants and pubs. One of the city’s 12 Romanesque churches
provides a castle-like backdrop to this quaint, riverside quarter of Cologne.
Your local expert will take you all the way to the Domplatte, the square where you’ll find the
Cologne Cathedral. Should you wish, you can head inside this Gothic building on your own to
see the Shrine of the Magi and the beautiful stained-glass windows. Otherwise, try asking your
guide for tips on what to explore. Whatever your interests, our local expert knows all the best
spots in town!

GARGOYLES AND CHOCOLATE



What do gargoyles and chocolate have in common? Not much, except that the ones in Cologne
are famous. Start with the gargoyles as your walking tour through Cologne takes you past the
city’s iconic Gothic cathedral, where over 100 stone beasts stand guard. Then end your tour
with a sweet treat as we stop at the local chocolate museum.
Only available on sailings that belong to the Generations Program.

Generations

https://www.uniworld.com/themed-cruises/family-friendly-cruises/
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DINING
All meals onboard, prepared using the finest and freshest ingredients
7 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 7 dinners
Captain’s Welcome and Farewell Receptions
Welcome and Farewell Gala Dinners
Unlimited beverages onboard, including fine wine, beer, spirits, specialty coffee and tea, soft
drinks, and mineral water

EXCURSIONS
6 days of excursions, all fully hosted by English-speaking local experts
Guided “Let's Go” program
State-of-the-art Quietvox portable audio-headset system on all excursions
Use of bicycles and Nordic walking sticks
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ACCOMMODATIONS
7-night cruise in a riverview stateroom on the exquisite S.S. Antoinette, the regal S.S. Elisabeth,
or the elegant S.S. Victoria
Lavishly appointed riverview staterooms and suites have handcrafted Savoir® Beds of England,
high thread count 100% Egyptian cotton sheets and European duvets, and a menu of pillow
options
Free Wi-Fi

EXPERIENCES
4 countries: France, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland
4 UNESCO World Heritage sites
Services of an experienced Uniworld Cruise Manager
Cultural enrichment, including captivating onboard local entertainment
Group Transfers are included on arrival and departure days (please see terms and conditions for
transfer guidelines)
Gratuities for onboard personnel (ship staff, crew, Cruise/Tour Manager) are included during the
cruise/tour


